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Puzzle1: Show how you can con-

nect 9 dots laid out in a square 3× 3

grid using 4 straight lines without

lifting your pencil from the paper.

Puzzle2: To move their armies, the
Romans built over 50,000 miles of

roads. Imagine driving all those
miles! Now imagine driving those

miles in the first gasoline-driven car

that has only three wheels and could
reach a top speed of about 10 miles

per hour. For safety’s sake, let’s bring

along a spare tire. As you drive the
50,000 miles, you rotate the spare

with the other tires so that all four
tires get the same amount of wear.

How many miles of wear each tire

accumulates?

Puzzle3: While flying over farm-

land, a pilot notices the rectangu-
lar shape of the fields below. She

sketches the lines that divide the

fields. How many different rect-
angles can be formed by the lines

drawn?

Mathematician of the Day

Brahmagupta, 598-665 (India)

• Brahmagupta is renowned for introduction of negative numbers and op-

erations on zero into arithmetic. His main work was Brahmasphutasid-

dhanta, which was a corrected version of old astronomical treatise Brah-

masiddhanta. This work was later translated into Arabic as Sind Hind.

He formulated the rule of three and proposed rules for the solution of

quadratic and simultaneous equations. He gave the formula for the area

of a cyclic quadrilateral as A =
�

(s − a)(s − b)(s − c)(s − d) where s is

the semi perimeter. He was the first mathematician to treat algebra and

arithmetic as two different branches of mathematics. He gave the solution

of the indeterminate equation Nx2 +1 = y2. He is also the founder of the

branch of higher mathematics known as "Numerical Analysis".

• Brahmagupta’s treatise Brâhma-sphuta-siddhânta is based on a positional

number system, and is the oldest known work where the zero appears in

arithmetical operations. There, Brahmagupta establishes the rule a-a=0,

and also considers the fractions x/0, which he sets equal to 0 for x=0

and otherwise calls nought, a term of uncertain meaning. Brahmagupta

distinguished twenty arithmetical operations (logistics), including the ex-

traction of roots and the solution of proportions, and eight measurements

(determinations). In this fine classification of mathematical procedures,

he also listed four methods for multiplication, and five rules for reducing

a rational expression to a single fraction.

• Brahmagupta’s mathematics seems to be rooted in the Greek tradition,

the achievements of which he improved and generalized. He established

a formula for the area of cyclic quadrilaterals derived from Heron’s for-

mula, and continued Diophantus’ work by characterizing all the solutions

of linear congruences, and by proposing the quadratic Diophantine equa-

tion which nowadays is known as Pell equation. Unlike most European

algebraists of the Middle Ages, he recognized negative and irrational num-

bers as possible roots of an equation. His mathematics was a mixture of

concrete problems (interest computation) and abstract formulas (determi-

nation of the partial sums of the series of perfect squares and of perfect

cubes), which he sometimes gave in form of verses, or by means of nu-

merical examples.

• Brahmagupta’s writings were taken to Baghdad, from where they influ-

enced the development of the exact sciences in the Arab world. Traces of

his results can be found in al-Khwarizmi.



Notes

Homework: Keep reading and doing work!

Outline

Graph Theory

Notebook Work


